Collec'ble Unicorns
Empowered by
Blockchain Technology
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Abstract
As blockchain technology con'nues to dominate headlines, cryptocurrencies—especially their
valua'ons, and poten'al to disrupt the ﬁnancial industry—are of increasing interest. However, the
average consumer doesn’t understand what a cryptocurrency is or why it maEers, let alone how
the technology behind it works.
As a result, the public percep'on of blockchain applica'on is increasingly narrow-minded and
short-sighted. Likewise, the technology’s poten'al and long-term implica'ons remain esoteric and
largely ignored.
CryptoUnicorns will make blockchain technology accessible to the average consumer through four
main tac'cs:
•

Gamifying features that leverage blockchain’s unique applica'ons

•

An approachable, consumer-facing brand based on a genuine passion for blockchain
technology

•

An open plaLorm inclusive to users of all levels of technical knowledge

•

A sustainable revenue-based model (including an ICO)
On a more technical level, we plan to innovate within the blockchain space through
prac'cal experimenta'on and applica'on of digital scarcity, digital collec'bles, and nonfungible tokens.
By normalizing the prac'cal applica'on of smart contracts and cryptocurrency transac'ons,
we will empower everyday consumers with a basic ﬂuency in distributed ledger technology.
Likewise, by showcasing a prac'cal use for blockchain technology outside of the ﬁnancial
industry, we hope to broaden the public’s understanding of the technology and its poten'al
applica'on. Note that this whitepaper is provided for informa'onal purposes only, and
does not and will not create any legally binding obliga'on on the authors or on any third
party. For speciﬁc legal terms governing the use of the CryptoUnicorns app, please view the
Terms of Use here: hEps://www.cryptounicorns.xyz/terms-of-use.
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1. Mo3va3on
In developing Crypto Unicorns, we were mo'vated by blockchain’s public percep'on and how the
following issues are poten'ally detrimental to the technology’s poten'al:
1.

The public’s understanding of blockchain technology is limited and interest is typically 'ed
to the headline-grabbing cryptocurrency valua'ons

2.

ICOs are a powerful funding tool, but abuses with the model and a lack of prac'cal use
cases are sowing mistrust in the technology they’re supposed to empower

These two issues contribute to a larger issue: a shortage of meaningful innova'on with blockchain
technology. To that end, our product aims to not only address these broad issues, but it aims to
innovate within the space by prac'cally exploring:
3. Digital scarcity, digital collec'bles, and non-fungible tokens.

1.1 Public percep3on of blockchain technology
Distributed ledger technology has the poten'al to be the informa'on age’s biggest revolu'on since
the Internet. Its poten'al applica'ons are varied and its implica'ons reach across numerous
industries. However, the general concept of blockchain technology, especially in the mind of the
mass consumer, is esoteric.
Exis'ng blockchain projects typically limit their audiences to early investors or a rela'vely small
group of people with highly specialized knowledge or interests. Even then, most of these projects
are either concepts or works in progress: their prac'cal product remains nebulous.

1.2 Prac3cal and sustainable applica3on of blockchain technology
Ini'al Coin Oﬀerings (ICOs) have proven themselves a viable funding model for blockchain projects.
However, while this model intends to open up funding to investors outside of the venture capitalist
sphere of inﬂuence, it can create obstacles for other audiences. What’s more concerning are the
ICOs conducted in bad faith. These token sales amount to liEle more than scams, crea'ng mistrust
in the model, projects, and technology associated with them.
Because of the headline-grabbing focus of cryptocurrency valua'ons and the poten'al disrup'on
to the ﬁnancial industry, innova'ons in blockchain technology have been rela'vely stymied,
instead focusing on the “low-hanging fruit” that is a cryptocurrency-adjacent applica'on. Likewise,
the “cryptocurrency,” as a concept ogen goes over the head of the average consumer; they don’t
understand the implica'ons of blockchain technology beyond simple trading and investment.
While it’s understandable that new developments will follow public interest to some degree, it
may limit blockchain innova'on in both the short and long term.
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1.3 Meaningful innova3on of blockchain technology via digital scarcity
Finally, an area of substan'al experimenta'on that con'nues to go “unsolved” is the concept of
digital scarcity and digital collec'bles.
Digital goods have seen real-world valua'on, from World of Warcrag’s gold farmers to the Steam
plaLorm’s online marketplace (where users can buy and sell in-game items across their PC’s video
game collec'on). However, these niche instances are limited to video games and lack any security
or protec'ons. There have been numerous examples of hacking, chea'ng, or developers
inﬂuencing the ecosystem and larger economy.
Digital collec'bles hold immense poten'al, but they haven’t proven successful for three main
reasons:
Central Issuing Authority
When digital collec'bles are created and issued, and the most rare or popular collec'bles are
iden'ﬁed, there is nothing stopping the creator from simply crea'ng more. When this happens, it
diminishes the value of the original collec'bles, poten'ally making them worthless.
Provider Dependency
The existence of a digital collec'ble is dependent upon the existence of the issuing authority. If a
digital collec'ble is created and said creator ceases to exist, your digital collec'bles also cease to
exist.
Lack of FuncHon
Physical collec'bles are popular because of their intended purpose. Art is a great example: people
collect it, it can be worth a lot of money, and it serves a purpose by hanging on the wall as a thing
of beauty.
Current digital collec'bles don’t serve a purpose and don’t have a func'on. This is evidenced by
the ini'al interest shown in digital collec'bles such as Cryptopunks, but that interest waned
quickly. We believe this was, in part, due to their lack of func'onality.
The only reason our previous examples have not been suscep'ble to these issues is because of
their large user base, their central authority in the form of a large developer beholden to its large
user base, and the “func'on” of these collec'bles via their respec've videogame applica'on. The
size, scope, and long-term pedigree of these plaLorms can alleviate fears associated with provider
dependency, but it doesn’t solve it.
Because these problems exist, people aren’t willing to invest in digital collec'bles, outside of these
niche examples. If digital collec'bles held their value the same way a physical collec'ble would,
this problem is eliminated and an en'rely new world of collec'ng would come to life.
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2. The Product
Crypto Unicorns are digital, collec'ble unicorns built on the Ethereum blockchain. They can be
bought and sold using ether, and bred to create new unicorns with exci'ng traits and varying levels
of cuteness.
At launch, 21 “Gen 0” Unicorns will be stored in a smart contract on the Ethereum blockchain.
These Unicorns will be put for sale on Open Sea. Each unicorn will be sold by auc'on.
Crypto Unicorns are unique in appearance, with a dis'nct visual appearance (phenotype)
determined by its immutable genes (genotype) which are stored in the smart contract.
By allowing the unicorns to interact with each other, they aren’t just a digital collec'ble. Crypto
Unicorns is an exci'ng, self-sustaining community where users can create new collec'bles and
trade them on the ethereum blockchain.
2.1 Educa3on through gamiﬁca3on
Crypto Unicorns’ key game mechanics are 'ed to ac'ons associated with cryptocurrencies and
smart contracts. In doing so, previously esoteric concepts are normalized and users are
empowered with a basic ﬂuency in the technology.
Because blockchain is an emerging technology, there are more obstacles to user onboarding than
we consider ideal. At launch, a user will require a MetaMask wallet with ether in it. However, we
plan to explore alterna'ves to MetaMask as a login solu'on, as well as and shortcuts for
conver'ng tradi'onal currencies into ether. For now, we’ve set up straighLorward guides to make
the process as easy as possible.
2.2 Posi3ve percep3on and broad appeal
The Crypto Unicorns brand is incredibly approachable to consumers. By using colourful paleEes,
cute unicorn puns, and unicorn humour, the brand stands out in a space that is typically dominated
by lacklustre, business-to-business branding. Outside of a few speciﬁc experiments, few blockchain
projects have marketed themselves beyond high-value investors or crypto experts.
Unicorns have been associated with speciality and magic long before blockchain arrived, and will
be long ager it has been established as a dominant technology.
Every Unicorn is unique, with a custom art made by a real ar'st.
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2.3 Proven mechanics and prac3cal tes3ng
A major challenge associated with smart contracts is their immutable nature. The same concepts
that empower trustless transac'ons and security make a smart contract ﬂaw outright deadly.
While a tradi'onal sogware project can iterate or ﬁx core issues, a blockchain project cannot edit
its smart contract once it launches.
To this end, the economy and revenue model that we are exploring cannot be ar'ﬁcially
inﬂuenced, for good or ill. With that in mind, it was crucial that we thoroughly test and explore our
product’s mechanics.
It’s also worth no'ng that we believe that proof of concept is necessary to ensure trust in both a
project and the technology behind it. We limited our “build in public” approach un'l we had a
minimum viable product (in this case, an alpha build) to showcase to ini'al users.
Gen 0, will serve as a Minimum Viable Product of the venture, ensuring proof of concept and
jus'ﬁca'on for all future developments.

2.4 A sustainable revenue model
On top of pursuing an ICO, Crypto Unicorns operates on a sustainable revenue model. We receive a
small percentage (5%) of each transac'on conducted on its marketplace.
Like any other user on the Crypto Unicorns plaLorm, we also receive the revenue from our unicorn
sales. However, these cat sales are limited to the 10,000 “Unicorns” that are to be released by the
end of 2021.
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2.5 Innova3on via implicit mechanics
Crypto Unicorns provides a prac'cal use case for digital scarcity and digital collec'bles by using
ERC-721, a non-fungible token protocol.
hEps://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/721

2.5.1 Non-Fungible Tokens
In general, tokens on the blockchain are fungible. The value of every token is the same and, similar
to cash, it doesn’t maEer what token you receive. Because of this, blockchains track counts of
tokens instead of the speciﬁc tokens themselves. This works well for things like stocks or
currencies, but because Crypto Unicorns are gene'cally unique and breedable, we needed to use a
non-fungible token environment.
To do this, we are using the ERC-721 protocol for non-fungible tokens, the standard for
transac'ons and ownership of non-fungible assets on the blockchain. Using this protocol, Crypto
Unicorns provides both an interface to browse unique items and robust smart contracts to conduct
transac'ons (breeding) once both par'es agree.
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Conclusion : Why collect Unicorns, when you can collect Unicorns
Our team believes in the poten'al of blockchain technology, but we’re frustrated by the state and
direc'on of its public percep'on.
We genuinely believe that educa'on, an accessible user experience, and prac'cal applica'on are
the missing factors for broader adop'on.
We s'll see numerous opportuni'es to innovate with blockchain technology. With Crypto
Unicorns, we’re exploring digital scarcity, an exci'ng but under-explored concept that blockchain
empowers.
Crypto Unicorns is the world’s ﬁrst game built on the Ethereum blockchain. It makes the blockchain
approachable for the everyday consumer and brings us but a small step closer to widespread
adop'on of cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies.
We can’t be sure that Crypto Unicorns will be a runaway success, a ﬂash in the pan, or a blip on
blockchain’s biography. Like all things related to blockchain, the future is in ﬂux.
But we do believe in a few things:
•

We believe in blockchain’s poten'al

•

We believe in this product

•

We believe in our team

•

We believe in our community

Onwards and upwards,
The Crypto Unicorns Team
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